Power Control Module Installation Instructions 2010‐2015 Camaro V8
Step 1 : Disconnect the negative Battery Cable
Step 2 : Locate the vehicles PCM (Powertrain Control Module). The PCM is located under the hood on
the passenger side of the car. For photographic reasons these steps are shown on the bench instead of
in the vehicle.
Step 3: To remove the factory wiring harnesses slide the red locking clip towards the PCM (photo 1) ,
then push down on the black release button. (photo 2). Pull the slide lock forward to release the
connector from the PCM (photo 3). Repeat these steps on the other wiring harness to remove it from
the PCM.
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Step 4: Remove the PCM from the car by pushing out on the two plastic locking clips that are holding it
in its bracket and pull the PCM out and up to remove it.
Step 5: With the PCM on a bench or other flat surface, install the JET Module in the BLACK 73 pin
connector as shown in photo 4. First, pull the slide lock on the JET Module out and then press the
module firmly into the PCM to make sure it is fully seated. Next push the slide lock on the module in to
lock the module in place. (Photo 5)
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Step 6: Reinstall the PCM in its mounting bracket and plug the factory harness into the JET Module and
PCM. The factory connector will install onto the JET module the same way it installs on the factory
connector. Make sure both connectors are fully seated and the slide locks are engaged.
Step 7: Reconnect the battery cable, then start the vehicle and make sure the check engine light is not
on and the vehicle is running normally. This completes the installation. Please keep these instructions
for future reference. In the event of a problem, call JET customer service at (714) 848‐5515.
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